Introduction
This chapter is intended to discuss the effect of chemism of crystallizing and co-crystallizing substances (i.e., their chemical, physicochemical and crystal-chemical properties), as well as some other factors on efficiency of their separation and purification during crystallization from aqueous solutions.
There are three main aims of crystallization (Rojkowski & Synowiec, 1991) : creation of the solid phase, forming crystals, purification of substances.
While using crystallization for purification and separation of various substances, as well as for enrichment of trace amounts of new-found radioactive elements, it was established that (in addition to many others) chemical factors strongly affected the mentioned operations. Mechanisms of trace radioactive elements' co-crystallization and the significance of these factors on their enrichment efficiency were reviewed in some works (Przytycka, 1968; Niesmeanov, 1975) .
The influence of factors determining the structures of salts of crystal ionic lattices, (saltsconsidered as ionic coordination compounds) and their ability to isomorphous and isodimorphous mixing on their possibility to crystallization separation was thoroughly discussed by Balarew (1987) . Whereas developments concerning inclusions of isomorphous impurities during crystallization from solutions were reviewed by Kirkova et al. (1998) .
The discovered settlements were useful in the preliminary assessment of the effectivity of the crystallization method for purification of substances (Kirkova, 1994) , for concentration microimpurities (Zolotov & Kuzmin, 1982) , for growing of single crystals of specific properties (Byrappa, et al., 1986; Demirskaya, et al. 1989) , as well as in explanation of the genesis of some minerals (Borneman-Starinkevich, 1975) .
In spite of development of solvent extraction and ionic exchange methods, crystallization is still a very attractive method of purification, particularly in the preparation of numerous high-purity inorganic substances (HPIS). There are two main reasons for that: -for crystallization purification of a substance only the simplest reagents are necessary (like water or other solvents, sometimes salting out or complexing agends), which can be easily purified to the level suitable for HPIS and readily removed after crystallization;
The highest effect of purification may be expected when impurities are not captured by the solid phase of crystals but get into crystals as a result of the mother solution's residue, which cannot be removed by filtration 2 . In this boundary case the efficiency of crystal purification after its separation from the mother solution (without washing) is defined by the equation (Gorshtein, 1969) : where : n -number of moles of the microcomponent in a crystal, n o -the whole number of moles of the microcomponent in the system, m s -the mass of a crystal, m r -the mass of solution,  s -density of crystal,  r -density of solution, K X -Chlopin constant. where: V s and V r -volumes of the solid phase and the solution, C s and C r -concentration of a microcomponent in the solid phase and in the solution it is possible to obtain an equation, identical to the well-known Berthelot-Nernst equation describing the partition of a substance between two immiscible solvents K x = C s /C r .
During the crystallization from the solution containing two components: macrocomponent (1) and microcomponent (2) the ratio of their partition coefficients defines the equilibrium co-crystallization coefficient: 
(
Substituting: n o and n -number of moles of microcomponent in the whole system and in the solid phase, and z o and z -number of moles of macrocomponent in the whole system and in the solid phase into equation (3) and suitable rearranging, it is possible to obtain a more convenient Henderson & Kraček equation (Niesmieanov, 1975) :
Further transformation of this equation gives other, often used practical formulae (Smolik, 2004) : 
where = z/z o is the degree of crystallization of macrocomponent, = n/n o is the degree of cocrystallization of microcomponent, e' s and e' r are relative concentrations of microcomponent in the solid phase and in the mother solution, respectively ([ppm] in relation to macrocomponent), D 2/1 -homogeneous partition coefficient (co-crystallization coefficient).
Heterogeneous (logarithmic) distribution coefficients (Doerner-Hoskins)
Logarithmic partition can take place if the equilibrium between the whole mass of crystal does not exist, but only between the surface layer of a crystal and solution. If D 2/1  1, the concentration of microcomponent in the solution during the crystallization will be changing continuously. So the microcomponent will distribute in the crystal in a stratified manner ("onion" structure). This process for the elementary layer of the crystal may be described by the equation parallel to that of Henderson-Kraček:
where the meaning of n o , n, z o ,z is the same as previously described and  is the heterogeneous (logarithmic) partition coefficient. The integration of this expression yields the known equations (Doerner & Hoskins, 1925) : Both homogeneous and heterogeneous partitions are boundary cases of distribution of the microcomponent between the solid phase and the mother solution. Experimental study involving which of both coefficients retains constant value with the increase of the degree of crystallization gives information on what partition is actually taking place.
Homogeneous distribution coefficients D 2/1 as indicators of crystallization efficiency
Homogeneous partition coefficients D 2/1 are a convenient measure of crystallization efficiency as a method of purification. In the case of homogeneous partition of microcomponent in the solid phase, the final result of purification (without washing) may be expressed by the formula (Gorshtein, 1969) , derived on the basis of the balance of amounts of the microcomponent during the crystallization:
After careful washing of the crystals by pure, saturated solution of the macrocomponent, inclusions of the mother solution, as well as microcomponents adsorbed on the surface of the crystal, will be removed. The result of the purification in this case will be:
where: K K -multiplicity of lowering initial microcomponent contents (e' 0 , e' k(p) -initial contents of microcomponent -[ppm] in crystal and in washed crystal after crystallization); D 2/1 (D' 2/1 ) = e s (e' k(p) )/e' r ( e' s and e' r -contents of micomponent -[ppm] in the solid phase and the mother solution); D 2/1 -isomorphous co-crystallization coefficient of microcomponent, D 2/1 'adsorption-isomorphous co-crystallization coefficient of microcomponent; expression (D' 2/1 -D 2/1 )/D' 2/1 qualifies a relative importance of adsorption in the capture of microcomponent by the solid phase (Gorshtein, 1969) .
Knowing D 2/1 (D 2/1 ') and using the equations (9) and (10) it is possible to evaluate a number of crystallizations in the conditions of homogeneous partition of the microcomponent (at D 2/1 (D 2/1 ') =const.) necessary to achieve a desirable degree of purification of crystals. (Smolik, 2004) , C k =98%, C r =50%, =0,50 (50%), m 0 (m f ) -initial (after k crystallizations) mass of crystals
The data presented in Table 1 show that the level of D 2/1 (D 2/1 ') is a very important parameter for the evaluation of crystallization efficiency as a method of purification, and therefore, its knowledge is significant in planning the utilization of crystallization in different stages of preparation of high purity substances.
Practical and equilibrium D 2/1 coefficients
However, crystallization processes are usually realized at non-equilibrium conditions and the obtained, in this case practical (effective), partition coefficients (D p 2/1 ) depend on the ways in which the crystallization is carried out. This dependence may be presented by the following expression (Kirkova et al., 1996) :
where D o 2/1 -equilibrium co-crystallization coefficient,  -imbalance factor, which is a function of temperature(T), supersaturation of the solution (), rate of stirring (), concentration of microcomponent 2 (m 2 ), concentration of other microcomponents (m j ) and other factors ().
Since the equilibrium co-crystallization coefficient does not depend on crystallization conditions, it may be compared with various crystallization systems. Hence, it is important to trace the determination methods of such coefficients.
Methods of determination of equilibrium distribution coefficients
The possibility of achieving equilibrium homogeneous partition of microcomponents between solution and crystal solid phase was proved by Chlopin. Subsequent investigations in this area (Gorshtein, 1969; Chlopin, 1957; Zhelnin & Gorshtein, 1971 ) elaboration upon several methods to accomplish equilibrium partition of microcomponents in the crystal, among which the method of isothermal decreasing of supersaturation and the method of long-time stirring of crushed crystals in their saturated solution are most often used.
The method of isothermal decreasing of supersaturation
It relies on cooling a saturated solution without stirring to the end temperature of crystallization (so that no crystal would appear) and after that on vigorous stirring at the constant end temperature until a complete removal of supersaturation takes place (usually for 3 -360 h) (Zhelnin & Gorshtein, 1971; Chlopin, 1957 ). An example of such determination of D 2/1 eq is presented in Fig. 1 
The method of long-time stirring of crushed crystals in their saturated solution
The equilibrium is reached starting either from the initial concentration ratio of a microcomponent in crystal and in solution exceeding the expected value of its equilibrium coefficient (D o MAX =e' ko ("contaminated" crystal)/e' ro ("purified" solution)) -achieving equilibrium "from above" or from this ratio lower than the expected value mentioned above (D o min =e" ko ("purified crystal)/e" ro ("contaminated" solution)) -achieving equilibrium "from below" (Fig. 2 ). (Zhelnin & Gorshtein, 1971; Chlopin, 1957) When selecting values D o max and D o min the highest and the lowest values of D 2/1 obtained during crystallization by the first method are usually taken into consideration. The experiments are carried out in the following way: 
DM/CoSO4.7H2O
Crushed "contaminated" crystals (crushed to pass a 0.1mm sieve -<0.1mm) are introduced into several beakers together with their saturated "purified" solution. Crushed "purified" crystals (crushed to pass a 0.1mm sieve -<0.1mm) and their "contaminated" saturated solution are introduced to some other beakers. Contents of the beakers are stirred for ~360 h with a magnetic stirrer at constant temperature ( Table 2) .
Thermodynamic approach to the calculation of equilibrium D 2/1 coefficients
The possibility of achieving a thermodynamic equilibrium during crystallization from solutions, as well as melts, as proved by Chlopin (1957) , permits introducing a thermodynamic partition coefficient. Substituting concentrations of microcomponent (2) and macrocomponent (1) in equation (3) with their activities (a 1S , a 2s , a 1r , a 2r ) it is possible to obtain an expression for thermodynamic co-crystallization coefficient D o 2/1 . (Kirkova et al., 1996; Ratner, 1933 (2) and (1) respectively during the transition from the liquid phase (r) into the solid phase (s). Two cases should be distinguished here: 1) substance (2) is not isomorphous with substance (1), i.e., it crystallizes in different crystal systems (different space groups); 2) substance (2) is isomorphous with substance (1).
In the first case the formation of mixed crystals by substance (2) (2) of structure (II) into the structure (I) proper to that of macrocomponent(1). Therefore (Smolik, 2004) : (Balarew, 1987; Smolik & Kowalik, 2010) : In the other case involving isomorphous substances (1) and (2)  o II = 0. Hence:
Equations (14) and (15) should, in principle, permit calculating exactly the equilibrium partition coefficient D 2/1 , if molal solubilities and all activity coefficients (in the aqueous and the solid phases), as well as the partial molar Gibbs free energy of the phase transition, were known. However, these data (except for molal solubilities) are rarely available. In contrast to mean molal activity coefficients in binary saturated solutions ( m01 ,  m02 ), as well as those in the ternary solution being in equilibrium with B b (B' b )E e L l ) solid solution ( m1 ,  m2 ) which are sometimes directly accessible or calculable by means of Pitzer equations, activity coefficients in the solid solution (f 1 , f 2 ), as well as the partial molar free energy of the phase transition, are generally unknown (except for very rare individual cases of crystallization systems: macrocomponent(1) -microcomponent (2)).
The attempts to estimate D 2/1 coefficients by means of simplified equations (taking into account only activity coefficients in the liquid phase) are connected with huge errors, which proves that they result from the lack of the activity coefficients in the solid solution (f 1 , f 2 ) as well as the partial molar Gibbs free energy of the phase transition  o III (Smolik, 2004) .
In the case where coefficients D 2/1 are independent of mixed crystal composition, the ratio f 2 /f 1 remains constant (Balarew, 1987) . Assuming the regular solution approximation this ratio may be expressed by the following equation:
where   12 HH is the difference in the partial molar enthalpies of mixing.
According to Balarew (1987) this is the result of the difference in coordination environment around the two substituting ions, affected by ionic size differences (r/r), metal -ligand bond energy differences () with respect to the enthalpy of mixing (Urusov, 1977) , as well as the difference in the energy determined by the crystal field (in the case non Jahn-Teller ions):
Hence:
where: f, , , … -functions sought for, w 1 , w 2 , w 3 , … -estimated coefficients.
To derive an equation for estimating D 2/1 by finding the functions (f, , , …) and coefficients (w 1 , w 2 , w 3 , …), it is necessary to check how D 2/1 coefficients depend on various factors.
The dependence of co-crystallization coefficients, D 2/1 on chemical, physicochemical and crystal-chemical properties of co-crystallizing salts and ions
Equilibrium co-crystallization coefficients are determined in the conditions ensuring that they do not depend on hydrodynamic and kinetic conditions of crystallization. However, they are affected by several factors both "external" (in relation to the co-crystallizing substances) and "internal" (resulting from chemical, physicochemical and crystal-chemical properties of the co-crystallizing substances).
"External" factors have chemical characteristics (kind and composition of the solvent -the liquid phase, the presence of ions or other foreign substances, the presence of complexing agents, acidity (pH) of solution, from which crystallization takes place) or non-chemical ones (e.g., temperature). "Internal" factors are presented in Table 3 .
Chemical, physicochemical and crystal-chemical properties of Co-crystallizing salts
Co-crystallizing ions Solubility in water (m 0 ) Charge of cation Crystal system (CS) Geometrical factor (ionic radius) (r) Number of molecules of crystallization water (n)
Character of chemical bond (electronegativity) () Reciprocal solubility in the solid phase (C s MAX )
Electronic configuration The volume of one formal molecule of salt ( 3 ) Crystal field stabilization energy (CFSE) Cation hardness (h) Table 3 . Chemical, physicochemical and crystal-chemical properties of co-crystallizing salts and co-crystallizing ions To analyse the influence of the above mentioned factors on co-crystallization coefficients D 2/1, it is convenient to use correlation coefficients ( xy ) in the case of the properties that can be formulated quantitatively. For other properties (qualitative), mean D 2/1 values for salts revealing and not revealing may be compared. On the other hand, co-crystallization coefficients may be considered as a measure of mutual solubility of co-crystallizing salts in the solid phase. The famous Latin rule: "Similia similibus solvuntur" (similar substances will dissolve similar substances) may be useful in the prediction of this solubility and the evaluation of D 2/1 level.
Chemical, physicochemical and crystal-chemical properties of co-crystallizing salts

Solubility in water (m 0 )
This is the most important factor affecting D 2/1 coefficients. For the co-crystallization of isomorphous salts ( 0 II I = 0) forming ideal solid and liquid solutions
However, this equation is proved true only for non-numerous salts fulfilling the additivity rule (Balarew, 1987) . This simplified equation is the basis of the Ruff rule (Ruff et al., 1928) :
If m 01 > m 02 ( m 01 /m 02 )  /b = D 2/1 > 1. (During crystallization of two components, the less soluble one grows rich in crystal).
As it can be seen in Table 4 , despite its simplicity and obviousness, this qualitative rule is not always fulfilled. Table 4 . The degree of fulfilling the Ruff rule in some crystallization systems: macrocomponent -microcomponent (Smolik, 2004) Mean molal activity coefficients of some isomorphous double salts, forming ideal solid solutions (M I 2 M II (SO 4 ) 2 ·6H 2 O or M I M III (SO 4 ) 2 ·12H 2 O) in their binary saturated solutions are inversely proportional to the square root of their molal solubility (Hill et al., 1940) . Therefore: Fig. 3) and for M 2+ ions (b = 1): D 2/1 = (m 01 /m 02 ) 2,5 (Fig 4) .
Kind of co-crystallizing salts
However, for a similar, but simple salt (NiSO 4 7H 2 O), an analogous dependence does not exist ( Fig. 5) (Smolik, 2000b] 
Crystal system (CS)
The last three examples point to the crystal structure of co-crystallizing salts as a very important factor significantly affecting D 2/1 coefficients. The dependence of similarity of the crystal structure of macro and microcomponent on mean co-crystallization coefficients in sulfate (MSO 4 ·nH 2 O) crystallization systems is presented in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 . Fig. 6 . The dependence of coefficients D 2/1 on the similarity of the crystal system of macrocomponent (CS M ) and microcomponent (CS m ) (D 2/1 ) A -mean D 2/1 when (CS M ) = (CS m ) (D 2/1 ) B -mean D 2/1 when (CS M )  (CS m ) (Smolik, 2002a (Smolik, , 2004 As it can be seen, mean D 2/1 coefficients of microcomponents whose hydrates belong to the same crystal system as the macrocomponent are ~ 3 times (for orthorhombic and triclinic macrocomponents) and ~1.5 times (for monoclinic macrocomponents) greater than those whose hydrates belong to a different crystal system than that of macrocomponent) ( Fig. 6 ). The mean coefficients D 2/1 of microcomponents belonging to the same crystal system as the macrocomponent are the highest, and they drop as the similarity of their crystal structure and that of the macrocomponent decreases (taking into account the following direction of the increase of crystal systems symmetry: triclinic<monoclinic<orthorhombic) ( Fig. 7) . Fig. 7 . The dependence of coefficients D 2/1 on the similarity of crystal systems of macrocomponent (CS M ) and microcomponent (CS m ) (D 2/1 ) mean -mean D 2/1 of microcomponents belonging to the same crystal system (Smolik, 2002a (Smolik, , 2004 
Number of molecules of crystallization water (n)
During the crystallization of hydrates the number of molecules of crystallization water (n) is an additional factor which may influence co-crystallization coefficients D 2/1 . It affects the coordination environment of the metal ion, which in the case of hepta or hexahydrates consists of only water molecules (the linkage of coordination octahedra in these crystals' structures is determined by weak hydrogen bonds), but in lower hydrates oxygen atoms of polyatomic anions enter the coordination environment of the metal ions (causing the formation of chains, closed rings, planar or space networks by vertices-sharing coordination polyhedral) (Balarew, 1987) . Generally, mean D 2/1 values are higher the more similar are n values of macro and microcomponents ( Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 ). (Smolik, 2002b (Smolik, , 2004 ,  xy -correlation of (D 2/1 ) av and n
Reciprocal solubility in the solid phase C s MAX
It is known that the coefficients of co-crystallization of impurities are proportional to their solubilities in the solid phase in the case of crystallization of Ge and Si (Fisher, 1962) , as well as several dozen molten metals (Vachobov et al., 1968) . However, such regularity has not been found yet during the crystallization of salts from aqueous solutions. The term "solubility in the solid phase" is explained in Fig 10. It is the maximal concentration of a hydrate in another hydrate, which does not cause the change in its structure.
The effect of the solubility in the solid phase (C s MAX ) on D 2/1 coefficients is presented in Table 5 . As it can be seen in most analysed cases, D 2/1 is proportional to the maximal reciprocal solubility in the solid phase (C s MAX. ) which is proved by relatively high and significant correlation coefficients ( xy ), marked bold. Urusov (1977) this parameter is better than ionic radius in the evaluation of the effect of geometric factor on D 2/1 coefficients, because it takes into account real interatomic distances defined by crystal system and unit cell parameters. However,  is unambiguous only in ionic crystals of high (cubic) symmetry and in the case of complicated heterodesmic structures of low symmetry these distances become equivocal.
The significant effect of this factor has occurred in some acetate crystallization systems (Table 5 ).
Chemical, physicochemical and crystal-chemical properties of co-crystallizing ions
Charge of cation
The cation charge is one of the most important factors influencing D 2/1 coefficients. Taking into account the earlier mentioned Latin rule "Similia similibus solvuntur" it might be expected that microcomponent ions having the same charge as that of macrocomponent ion should co-crystallize in higher degree than those of different ion charge. In many crystallization systems this rule is fulfilled, e.g., in the case of crystallization of FeSO 4 ·7H 2 O at 20 o C the mean D 2/1 of M 2+ ions (of the same charge as the macrocomponent Fe 2+ ) are ~14 (50) times greater than those of M + (M 3+ ) ions (of the charge different from that of macrocomponent) (Fig. 11a) , and in the case of Fe(NH 4 )(SO 4 ) 2 ·12H 2 O crystallization at 20 o C the mean D 2/1 of M 2+ ions (of different charge from macrocomponent ions NH 4 + and Fe 3+ ) is ~400 -1000 times lower than those of M + and M 3+ ions (Fig 11b) . However, there are crystallization systems where this simple and evident rule is not fulfilled, e.g., during the crystallization of Na 2 SO 4 at 50 o C (Fig. 11c ). In this case the mean D 2/1 of M + ions (of the same charge as the macrocomponent Na + ) is the lowest. This is caused by the formation of double, less soluble salts by Na 2 SO 4 with M (II) and M (III) sulfates which, because of their structures, are capable of in-build into Na 2 SO 4 crystal.
Geometrical factor (ionic radius (r))
The geometrical factor, determined by the difference in size of mutually substituting ions, has been considered for a long time as one of the most significant factors affecting the existence of isomorphism. Beginning from the empirical Goldschmidt rule postulating the border of 15% relative difference of ionic radii for the occurrence of isomorphic substitution, various values of this border (e.g., 5%) have been given by other authors. In addition it has occurred that they are dependent on other factors. This parameter was not recommended by Urusov (1977) , who preferred to take into consideration the differences in interionic distances in the solid phase. In this way he calculated D 2/1 values for M + ions were strictly consistent with those experimental ones during the crystallization of alkali metal halides from melt (Urusov & Kravchuk, 1976) . However, as proved by the same author, correlation of interionc distances in the solid phase and D 2/1 values obtained during the crystallization from aqueous solutions occurred as significantly weaker (Urusov, 1980) . Moreover, the results of many investigations [ (Smolik, 1993 (Smolik, , 1998a (Smolik, , 2003 (Smolik, ,2007 (Smolik, , 2010 indicate that ionic radius can be a useful parameter in the evaluation of co-crystallization coefficients. Some typical dependences of D 2/1 coefficients on ionic radii have been presented in Fig. 12 a,b,c,d.
We can observe some types of the dependence of D 2/1 coefficients on ionic radius: a) monotonic, hyperbolic drop of D 2/1 with the increase of ionic radius (if the case of Cu 2+ is ignored, because of the structure of triclinic CuSO 4 ·5H 2 O significantly departing from the structures of other sulfates); b) the existence of the maximum of D 2/1 coefficients for ions, whose radii are closest to the radius of macrocomponent and the monotonic drop of D 2/1 as the absolute value of the difference in ionic radii of macrocomponent and microcomponent increases; c) similar type like "b", disturbed in the case of (mainly) Cu 2+ because of the almost identical structure of triclinic CuSO 4 ·5H 2 O and MnSO 4 ·5H 2 O; d) there are two ranges of higher D 2/1 coefficients corresponding to the values of ionic radii very close to those of two macrocomponent ions NH 4 + and Fe 3+ .
Very high correlation coefficients of ln D 2/1 and r/r M  or (r/r M ) 2 in some crystallization systems ( Table 7) indicate that these co-crystallization coefficients strongly depend on the similarity of ionic radii of micro and macrocomponents.
Coefficients of Ca 2+ co-crystallization with various sulfate hydrates MSO 4 ·nH 2 O, taking into account slight solubility of CaSO 4 ·2H 2 O, should be very high. However, because of its large radius r Ca2+ , Ca 2+ ion cannot in-build into MSO 4 .nH 2 O crystals of smaller M 2+ ions. Therefore, the ionic radius of the macrocomponent is a more important factor than the solubility determining D Ca/MSO4.nH2O values (Fig. 13) (Smolik, 2004 Urusov (1977) to estimate D 2/1 values, is in the case of Co(CH 3 COO) 2 ·4H 2 O crystallization not better than the first one related to ionic radius (Smolik et al., 2007) . Fig. 13 . The dependence of ln D Ca/MSO4.nH2O on ionic radii of macrocomponent ions (M 2+ ) (Smolik, 2004) 
Electronegativity of mutually substituting elements ()
Apart from the geometric factor, the partition coefficients may be affected by the nature (polarity) of the chemical bond of mutually substituting components. The exact quantitative characteristic of the polarity of the chemical bond is given by the integral of overlapping of atomic orbitals, but such data for many isomorphous systems are not available yet. So some authors (Urusov, 1977; Ringwood, 1955) consider the difference in electronegativity of elements as a measure of polarity.
Spectacular examples of a huge effect of this factor on D 2/1 are given by (Urusov, 1977) where during the crystallization from the melt in systems NaBr -AgBr, NaCl -AgCl, and NaCl -CuCl, co-crystallization does not take place, although the relative differences of interionic distances of co-crystallizing isomorphous salts are very low or close to zero. The difference in the effective ionic charges of Ag(Cu) and Na in these systems was believed to be responsible for the extremely low miscibility of these systems (Kirkova et al., 1996) .
In the case of crystallization of several groups of salts from aqueous solutions, the effect of electronegativity of mutually substituting components on distribution coefficients has been compared with the effect of ionic radius. However, for this comparison function  = lnD 2/1 -ln(m 01 /m 02 )  /b has been taken into consideration (it allows for the solubility ratio of co-crystallizing salts). The results are given in Table 8 . as well, apart from oxide ligands originating from water or inorganic anions. However, a kind of dependence of D 2/1 coefficients on electronegativity has not been univocally defined and the kind of function () is very important to decide if unilateral isomorphism occurs, in spite of a buffering action of surrounding hydrate mantle (Kirkova et al., 1996) . (Smolik, 2004) To evaluate if unilateral isomorphism occurs during low temperature crystallization from aqueous solutions (according to the rule known for a long time in geology [Urusov, 1970] that lithophilic elements are substituted in the solid phase by chalcophilic and siderophilic elements and not to the contrary) several criteria may be applied (Smolik, 2004) . The strongest of them in the case of co-crystallization of more (M 1 ) and less (M 2 ) electronegative ions ( 1 > 2 ) looks as follows: >3, where  =  1/2 / 2/1 ;  1/2 = (D 1/2 ) exp. /(D 1/2 ) cal and  2/1 = (D 2/1 ) exp. /(D 2/1 ) cal ; The value  1/2 ( 2/1 ) is a measure of the extension (or diminution) of the experimental (D 1/2 ) exp ((D 2/1 ) exp ) in relation to (D 1/2 ) cal ((D 2/1 ) cal ) , which may be brought about by the effect of electronegativity.  1/2 and  2/1 coefficients allowing for the solubility of corresponding salts are independent of the structure and the relative difference in interionic distances of cocrystallizing isomorphous salts. Therefore, they are most adequate to evaluate the occurrence of unilateral isomorphism. The results of such an analysis of all isomorphous salts forming hydrates, for which D 2/1 (D 1/2 ) coefficients have been available, show the lack of any example of unilateral isomorphism (Smolik, 2004) 
Electronic configuration
Electronic configuration of M n+ ions, as well as crystal field stabilization energy in high spin octahedral complexes [ML 6 ], may influence the crystal structure of co-crystallizing salts. According to their electronic configuration these ions may be divided into two groups:
closed shell ions having the configuration p 6 (Mg 2+ , Ca 2+ , Sr 2+ , Ba 2+ ) or d 10 (Zn 2+ , Cd 2+ ), as well as d 5 , but only when they are in the high spin state (Mn 2+ ). The crystal field stabilization energy (CFSE) of such ions is zero;
open shell ions having the configuration d n (n ≠ 0, 5, 10), where CFSE ≠ 0.
In the first case the energy of these ionic coordination compounds due to the metal ions would be independent of the spatial orientation of the metal-ligand bonds. For this reason these metal ions permit variations over wide ranges of structural parameters, mainly the structure defining angles (angular deformations) (Balarew, 1987) .
In the second case the CFSE depends on the orientation of metal-ligand bonds. Therefore, there are some preferred structures, for which CFSE has a maximum value, and the change in geometry of coordination polyhedron with respect to these preferred structures is related to CFSE losses (Balarew, 1987) . However, the amount of the CFSE is only 5 -10% of the whole bonding energy in the crystals and other factors mentioned previously (ionic radii, their charge, energy of metal -ligand bonds) determine the structure of predominantly ionic crystals (Balarew, 1987) . Hence its effect on D 2/1 coefficients is rarely observable.
Some examples of the direct influence of electron configuration of ion on D 2/1 coefficients are presented in Tables 9-10 .
Ion M 2+
Electron configuration D 2/1 Mg 2+ 1s 2 2s 2 p 6 0.009  0.005 Ca 2+ 1s 2 2s 2 p 6 3s 2 p 6 0.022  0.008 Sr 2+ 1s 2 2s 2 p 6 3s 2 p 6 4s 2 p 6 0.013  0.006 Zn 2+ 1s 2 2s 2 p 6 3s 2 p 6 d 10 0.014  0.005 Cd 2+ 1s 2 2s 2 p 6 3s 2 p 6 d 10 4s 2 p 6 d 10 0.010  0.006 Cu 2+ 1s 2 2s 2 p 6 3s 2 p 6 d 9 0.040  0.007 Mn 2+ 1s 2 2s 2 p 6 3s 2 p 6 d 5 0.40  0.02 Fe 2+ 1s 2 2s 2 p 6 3s 2 p 6 d 6 1.70  0.20 Co 2+ 1s 2 2s 2 p 6 3s 2 p 6 d 7 2.60  0.30 Table 9 . The effect the electron configuration on D 2/1 coefficients during the crystallization of NiCl 2 ·6H 2 O at 20 o C (Smolik, 1999b) As it can be seen, the direct effect of electronic configuration of microcomponent ions on coefficients D 2/1 is most distinct in the case of chloride, formate and acetate crystallization systems, where mean (D 2/1 ) open shell coefficients are several times greater than (D 2/1 ) closed shell ones. This effect is lower in sulfate and nitrate crystallization systems.
The direct effect of the electron configuration of ions depends on the kind of anion of the crystallizing salt. It is slightly perceptible in the case of nitates and sulfates, where, besides water molecules, oxoanions NO 3 -and SO 4 2-appear. The valence available between oxygen and metal ion, which is a measure of their anion base strength equals: 0,33 and 0,50, respectively, and is very close to that of water molecules (0,40) (Balarew, 1987) . Because of a great excess of water both in the liquid phase and in the solid one (particularly in hepta and hexahydrates), these anions cannot compete with water molecules in the bonding of metal ion. So the environment around both metal cations will be formed mainly by water molecules.  xy = 0.9723 Table 10 . The effect of electron configuration of microcomponents (ions) on their D 2/1 coefficients in considered groups of simple salts (Smolik, 2004) The base strength of anions occurring in chloride, acetate and formate systems is generally higher than that for water molecules and equals: 1,00 for Cl -, 0,55 for CH 3 COOand 0,50 for HCOO - (Balarew, 1987) ]. Due to this, as well as because of lower excess of water in relation to CH 3 COOand HCOOin the solid phase, these anions can compete with water molecules in coordination surrounding cations of macro and microcomponents. The presence of both kinds of ligands (water molecule and anions Cl -, CH 3 COOor HCOO -) differing in size and charge) causes stronger deformation of the octahedral surrounding of these cations as compared with the presence of one ligand. This deformation depends on the electron configuration of the cation of both the macrocomponent and microcomponent. Therefore, this factor may influence the ability of mutual substitution of those octahedra (deformed to a different degree), whose measure is coefficient D 2/1 .
Group of salt
The dependence of coefficients D 2/1 on electron configuration is usually connected with their dependence on the crystal field stabilization energy (s), which may be expressed quantitatively for high spin octahedral complexes (most of them occurring in the structures of the considered salts) in kJ/mol or in Dq (where Dq -natural theoretical unit for crystalfield splitting energies (Porterfield, 1993) . Thus, it is possible to characterize quantitatively this dependence calculating the correlation coefficients of lnD 2/1 or  = lnD 2/1ln(m 01 /m 02 )  /b and s = s MACR -s micr , s , or (s) 2 .
Number of crystallization systems
correlation coefficients ( xy ) of  = ln D 2/1 -ln (m 01 /m 02 ) 3 and f(r) f() n  s 37 0.4156 -0.1998 -0.1170 0.7604 0. 8486   Table 11 . Comparison of correlation coefficients ( xy ) of  = ln D 2/1 -ln (m 01 /m 02 ) 3 and functions of some factors affecting co-crystallization coefficients D 2/1 in formate crystallization systems (Smolik, 2004) The direct effect of s on ln D 2/1 is very slight in most considered groups of salts, but having taken into account the solubility ratio of the co-crystallizing salts, the found correlation coefficients of  = ln D 2/1 -ln (m 01 /m 02 )  /b and s are relatively high only for formate crystallization systems ( xy = 0.8486). In this group of salts, this correlation coefficient of  and s is the highest as compared to the ones involving all analysed factors (Table 11 ).
Significant correlation coefficients of  = ln D 2/1 -ln (m 01 /m 02 )  /b and s or (s) 2 occur in none of the considered groups of salts, which means that  does not depend (in them) on the similarity of the CFSE of the macrocomponent and microcomponent ion.
Cation hardness (h)
The concept of cation and anion hardness introduced by Pearson (1963) was utilized by Balarew and co-workers (1984) to solve some crystal-chemical problems. Based on a quantitative definition of hardness (Klopman, 1968 ) and using his procedure they determined hardness of several open shell cations (Mn 2+ , Fe 2+ , Co 2+ , Ni 2+ i Cu 2+ ), which together with the values given by Klopman for anions and other cations they used for the anticipation of a kind of coordination polyhedra in these compounds and their structure. The hardness of several other cations was given by Tepavičarova et al. (1995) .
The hardness of cations affecting their coordination surrounding in the case of several ligands of different anion hardness may change the crystal structure of appropriate hydrates causing the formation of pure simple salts, solid solutions or double salts (Balarew, 1987) and therefore, influencing D 2/1 coefficients.
Absolute values of the determined correlation coefficients ( xy ) of ln D 2/1 and h are generally low (Smolik, 2004) . However, after taking into account the solubility ratio of the cocrystallizing salts (function  = ln D 2/1 -ln (m 01 /m 02 )  /b ),  xy values are significant for sulfates (MSO 4 ·nH 2 O and M 2 SO 4 ·xH 2 O), chlorides (MCl 2 ·nH 2 O) and alkali halides MX (X = Cl -, Br -, I -), particularly in the presence of Tl + and become the highest (( xy ) śr  > 0.80) and significant in chloride (MCl 2 nH 2 O) and halide (MX) crystallization systems. In each case they are negative, which means that with the increasing similarity of macro and microcomponent (with regard to hardness)  values grow.
Low values of  xy occur in groups of salts, where coordination surrounding of cations is homogeneous. It is composed of water molecules, which are hard ligands and anions NO 3 -, SO 4 2-and CH 3 COO -, classified as hard bases. In chloride crystallization systems (MCl 2 nH 2 O) anions Cloccur, whose hardness is less than that of water molecules, and in halogen crystallization systems the cation surrounding in the solid phase consists only of chloride, bromide and iodide anions, which are classified as decidedly soft anions. The greatest effect of hardness on co-crystallization coefficients appears here (particularly in the presence of Tl + ions significantly differing in their hardness from alkali ions).
Possibility of estimation of D 2/1 coefficients basing on the determined dependences
The determined correlation coefficients of D 2/1 or  = lnD 2/1 -ln(m 01 /m 02 )  /b and various functions of ionic radii (r), electronegativity (), crystal field stabilization energy (s), hardness of cations (h), number of molecules of crystallization water (n), the volume of one formal molecule of hydrate salt ( 3 ) permit to find a kind of functions (f, , , …) of these parameters and to estimate coefficients (w 1 , w 2 , w 3 , …) in the general equation (19) for the evaluation of D 2/1 coefficients. Some particular equations of such a general type for the estimation of D 2/1 in several groups of crystallization systems (macrocomponentmicrocomponents) at average error not exceeding 31% are presented in Table 12 . (1) -M n+ is not microcomponent, when M'=M;
Macrocomponent
(2) -subscripts "1" and "2" relate to macrocomponent and microcomponent respectively;
( (Smolik, 2004) 
Methods of lowering D 2/1 values as the way of increasing purification efficiency of crystallization
From the practical point of view it is very interesting to ascertain how to increase the efficiency of crystallization purification of inorganic substances. This is possible when cocrystallization coefficients D 2/1 can be lowered. They depend generally, as shown above, on chemical, physicochemical and crystal-chemical properties of co-crystallizing salts and ions. However, there are some previously mentioned "external" factors (such as the kind and composition of the solvent -the liquid phase, the presence of ions or other foreign substances, the presence of complexing agents, acidity [pH] of the solution, from which crystallization takes place, temperature) which may influence these coefficients. Their effect on D 2/1 coefficients will be discussed below.
The effect of the kind and composition of the solvent -the liquid phase
The change of composition of the solvent, from which the crystallization takes place, alternates solubilities of co-crystallizing salts, as well as activity coefficients of all components in the liquid phase and indirectly in the solid phase.
Because of decreased water activity, the formed crystal hydrates have a lower number of molecules of crystallization water of different structures, which may influence the similarity of the crystal structure of macro and microcomponents. All these mentioned factors vary in different directions and to a different degree, and therefore, they may finally cause the change of co-crystallization coefficients. Examples are given in Table 13 . (Smolik, 1984) 
The effect of the presence of other ions or substances in the liquid phase
Interactions which happen in the aqueous phase may also influence D 2/1 coefficients. This effect is formally taken into consideration in equation (19) by the mean activity coefficients of both the macrocomponent ( m1 ) and microcomponent ( m2 (Chlopin, 1938) .
However, if substances are present in the solution that react in a different way with the macro and microcomponent ions forming slightly dissociated compounds, an essential change of D 2/1 coefficients takes place (e.g., the addition of CH 3 COONa + CH 3 COOH in the crystallization system Pb(NO 3 ) 2 -Ra(NO 3 ) 2 -H 2 O causes bonding a part of Pb 2+ ions in slightly dissociated acetate, which leads to the lowering of its mean activity coefficient and finally to the increase of radium co-crystallization coefficient (Chlopin, 1938) .
The effect of the presence of complexing agents
The presence of complexing agents has a significant influence on coefficient, D 2/1 . In the case of forming complexes by both macrocomponent and microcomponent, the relationship between the value of co-crystallization coefficient in the presence of complexing agent (D 2/1 ) k and that in the case of its absence (D 2/1 ) is expressed by equation (Mikheev et al., 1962) :
, where  ( ') -stability constant of the complex of microcomponent (macrocomponent), [ML] and [M] are the concentrations of macrocomponent complexes and its free ions. Hence if /'>1 (stability of the complex with microcomponent is higher), then D k 2/1 < D 2/1 (microcomponent co-crystallizes to a lower degree and vice versa.
An example of the use of a complexing agent to significantly lower D 2/1 coefficients is presented in Table 14 . (Smolik, 1999b) 
The effect of the change of the oxidation state
In some cases it is possible to change easily the oxidation state of the microcomponent or macrocomponent during or before crystallization. Usually this is accompanied by a significant alteration of D 2/1 coefficients, which may be utilized for the rise of purification efficiency. Several examples of the change of microcomponent oxidation state are presented in Table 16 . (Fig. 12a ) and the remaining M 2+ ions can be easily removed after transferring FeSO 4 ·7H 2 O into NH 4 Fe(SO 4 ) 2 ·12H 2 O by oxidation and its crystallization at 20 o C (Fig. 12b ).
The effect of temperature
The effect of temperature on D 2/1 coefficients is very complex. As temperature increases, the solubilities of the macro and microcomponent (m 01 , m 02 ), the mean activity coefficients in their binary saturated solutions ( m01 ,  m02 ), the mean activity coefficients in the ternary solution being in equilibrium with their mixed crystal ( m1 ,  m2 ) (temperature affects dehydration of ions, processes of hydrolysis or complex formation in solution (Kirkova et al., 1996) , as well as activity coefficients of both in their solid solution (f 1 , f 2 ) (temperature influences enthalpy of mixing in the solid phase) change in different directions in various crystallization systems. Therefore, both the increase and drop of co-crystallization coefficient may be observed or sometimes the maintenance of its constant value (in the case of compensation of the all mentioned changes). However, the alteration of D 2/1 runs generally in a continuous manner as long as there are no phase transitions. If a phase transition in the system takes place, a jump change of D 2/1 appears, connected with the transition from isomorphous co-crystallization into the isodimorphous one. The determination of temperatures at which such a jump change of co-crystallization coefficients takes place, permits finding the temperatures of the phase transitions for many hydrate sulfates (Purkayastha & Das, 1972 , 1975 , as well as predicting the existence (at specific conditions) of hydrates of some salts, as yet unknown (Purkayastha & Das, 1971) .
Some examples of the changes of co-crystallization coefficients D 2/1 at various temperatures have been presented in Table 17 .
(macrocomponent)
ion Table 17 . The effect of temperature on D 2/1 coefficients The observation of the alterations of D 2/1 coefficients with changing temperature sometimes permits finding such ranges of this parameter, where they are low enough that crystallization purification of the macrocomponent from a given microcomponent will be very effective (Purkayastha & Das, 1972; Smolik & Kowalik, 2010 . In such a manner it turned out to be possible to accomplish essential purification of CoSeO 4 from almost all M 2+ ions (most difficult to remove) solely by the crystallization method (Kowalik et al., 2011) .
Conclusions
Crystallization of substances from solutions seems still to be a convenient method of their purification, particularly in obtaining of high purity inorganic compounds. The effectiveness of this process depends on the kind of both macrocomponent (1) and microcomponent (2) and can be evaluated by means of co-crystallization coefficient, D 2/1 (Henderson -Kraček, Chlopin). These coefficients are affected by conditions applied in the crystallization process, but those which are equilibrium ones, depend exclusively on "internal" and "external" factors.
"Internal" factors (resulting from chemical, physicochemical and crystal-chemical properties of co-crystallizing salts and ions to a significant degree) determine the level of D 2/1 coefficients. The investigation involving the effect of these factors is of great importance because it makes it possible to evaluate the usefulness of crystallization in the separation of a given pair of macrocomponent (1) and microcomponent (2).
By means of "external" factors a significant lowering of D 2/1 coefficients is sometimes possible, and thus, the improvement of the efficiency of crystallization purification.
Growing knowledge concerning coefficients D 2/1 in new crystallization systems, as well as better understanding of the dependences of these coefficients on different factors, permits evaluating in a progressively better way the possibilities of the crystallization method in new crystallization systems and more effective control with "external" conditions to achieve higher yields of crystallization purification, enrichment of trace amounts of rare, scattered elements for preparative or analytical purposes. In addition it also helps in improving the growing of single crystals of specific properties or explaining the genesis of some minerals.
